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2.1 Comparison with Western Scheldt2.1 Comparison with Western Scheldt

Variation in morphology of depositional shorelines withVariation in morphology of depositional shorelines with
tidal range (from Hayes, 1975)tidal range (from Hayes, 1975)

Western Scheldt:  PreWestern Scheldt:  Pre--barrage,barrage, Severn:Severn:
MSR 3.7m Mesotidal, Soft sediment,   MSR 3.7m Mesotidal, Soft sediment,   MSR 12.6m Hypertidal, Rock cut,MSR 12.6m Hypertidal, Rock cut,
MultiMulti--channel, Distributary arm of a deltachannel, Distributary arm of a delta Flooded river valley,Flooded river valley,
Hydrodynamic contrasts SS barrageHydrodynamic contrasts SS barrage Hydrodynamic contrasts TP barrageHydrodynamic contrasts TP barrage



2.2 Comparison with Rance2.2 Comparison with Rance
Severn and Rance share a large number of physical attributes Severn and Rance share a large number of physical attributes --

2.2.1  Rance was hypertidal (MTR >6m) and has become high macrot2.2.1  Rance was hypertidal (MTR >6m) and has become high macrotidal, as would the idal, as would the 
Severn.Severn.

2.2.2  Both 2.2.2  Both ““supersuper--starvedstarved”” sedimentary systems. Very extensive zones have exposedsedimentary systems. Very extensive zones have exposed
rock at the bed, especially in both cases in their outer reachesrock at the bed, especially in both cases in their outer reaches..

2.2.3  Both have single rock2.2.3  Both have single rock--cut channels which cancut channels which can’’t meander or infill.t meander or infill.

2.2.4  Scale of reduction in current strength would be comparabl2.2.4  Scale of reduction in current strength would be comparable. Both, of necessity, e. Both, of necessity, 
would involve ebbwould involve ebb--only generation with pumping. These are identical hydrodynamic only generation with pumping. These are identical hydrodynamic 
alterations and revised flow regimes. Tidal power schemes are bealterations and revised flow regimes. Tidal power schemes are being intering inter--comparedcompared
rather than a contrasted storm surge barrier modification.rather than a contrasted storm surge barrier modification.

2.2.5  Arising from 2.2.4 (above) neither will exhibit a prolong2.2.5  Arising from 2.2.4 (above) neither will exhibit a prolonged HW stillstand. Rance ed HW stillstand. Rance 
has not experienced intertidal erosion as there is no extended phas not experienced intertidal erosion as there is no extended period with the tide eriod with the tide 
elevation held at a particular level.elevation held at a particular level.

2.2.6  In both cases barrage itself does or would provide shelte2.2.6  In both cases barrage itself does or would provide shelter from wind and swell r from wind and swell 
waves leading to a more benign wave climate.waves leading to a more benign wave climate.

2.2.7  At La Rance the major substrate change has been that the 2.2.7  At La Rance the major substrate change has been that the intertidal and subtidal intertidal and subtidal 
zone have become more muddy. Saltmarshes have extended downshorezone have become more muddy. Saltmarshes have extended downshore. There are . There are 
now more mixed substrates. All 3 effects are inevitable in the Snow more mixed substrates. All 3 effects are inevitable in the Severn. (To be pedantic, evern. (To be pedantic, 
Severn foreshores canSevern foreshores can’’t get more muddy, but mud can and will get more receptive to t get more muddy, but mud can and will get more receptive to 
invertebrates).invertebrates).



Tidal barrage at Rance near St Malo, Brittany opened in 1966, beTidal barrage at Rance near St Malo, Brittany opened in 1966, being ing 
completed in 1967, since which time it has enjoyed 44 yrs troublcompleted in 1967, since which time it has enjoyed 44 yrs troublee--
free operation. It still has its original turbines. Rotation spefree operation. It still has its original turbines. Rotation speed 93 rpm ed 93 rpm 
(cf. 50 rpm Cardiff(cf. 50 rpm Cardiff--Weston). It has no fish passes. Weston). It has no fish passes. The faunal & floralThe faunal & floral
communities have become more abundant & biodiversecommunities have become more abundant & biodiverse. Even soft. Even soft--
bodied organisms (jellybodied organisms (jelly--fish & squid) regularly pass through thefish & squid) regularly pass through the
turbines without damage. A yachtsman was once drawn through a turbines without damage. A yachtsman was once drawn through a 
rotating turbine without injury! It is now a Ramsar site.rotating turbine without injury! It is now a Ramsar site.
UK environmental objectors (to CardiffUK environmental objectors (to Cardiff--Weston) Weston) -- ie NEie NE-- routinely and routinely and 
disingenuously maintain no predisingenuously maintain no pre--construction investigations were construction investigations were 
carried out for Rance (part of the mischief). carried out for Rance (part of the mischief). 
UK environmental objectors (to CardiffUK environmental objectors (to Cardiff--Weston) Weston) -- ie. NE ie. NE -- routinely routinely 
and disingenuously maintain Kirby & Retiand disingenuously maintain Kirby & Retièère, with >80 yrs first hand re, with >80 yrs first hand 
intensive experience of Severn & Rance, are wrong intensive experience of Severn & Rance, are wrong -- but this is a but this is a 
review of work by others review of work by others -- marine science in its entirity would need to marine science in its entirity would need to 
be wrong.be wrong.
UK environmental objectors (to CardiffUK environmental objectors (to Cardiff--Weston) in the form of EA and Weston) in the form of EA and 
CCW use illustrations of fish damage from high head turbines to CCW use illustrations of fish damage from high head turbines to insist insist 
that low head turbines in Cardiffthat low head turbines in Cardiff--Weston would mince and destroy all Weston would mince and destroy all 
migratory fish within 2 yrs without making any reference to migratory fish within 2 yrs without making any reference to 
experience at Rance.experience at Rance.



PrePre-- and postand post--barrage sediment regimes barrage sediment regimes –– RanceRance

Gravier, Chanal (gravel), Sable marin des bancs/sable (sand), SaGravier, Chanal (gravel), Sable marin des bancs/sable (sand), Sable vaseux ble vaseux 
(sandy mud), Vase (mud), Schorre (saltmarsh), Rocheux (rock) Bed(sandy mud), Vase (mud), Schorre (saltmarsh), Rocheux (rock) Bed sediment sediment 
distribution maps for 1883 (publ. 1889) & 1956 of Rance Estuary.distribution maps for 1883 (publ. 1889) & 1956 of Rance Estuary. The The 
similarities between the two, coupled with extensive nature of csimilarities between the two, coupled with extensive nature of clean sand lean sand 
deposits, are noteworthy. Untoned axial zone for 1883 probably edeposits, are noteworthy. Untoned axial zone for 1883 probably equates to quates to 
inability of contemporary sampling equipment to collect materialinability of contemporary sampling equipment to collect material from hard from hard 
grounds.grounds.



Bed sediment and benthic invertebrate community maps for the posBed sediment and benthic invertebrate community maps for the postt--
construction regime. Yellow still represents sand. Green represeconstruction regime. Yellow still represents sand. Green represents nts 
muddy substrates or muddy benthic faunal communities. All 5 showmuddy substrates or muddy benthic faunal communities. All 5 show a a 
shift in the direction sandy mud and muddy sand (green).shift in the direction sandy mud and muddy sand (green).



Tidal current regime determines bed sediment distribution, whichTidal current regime determines bed sediment distribution, which in in 
turn determines the turn determines the ““substratesubstrate--dependantdependant”” faunal communities. faunal communities. 
The more benign tidal current regime, coupled with increased The more benign tidal current regime, coupled with increased 
shelter from waves has shifted mobile, highly impoverished sandyshelter from waves has shifted mobile, highly impoverished sandy
and gravelly sediment regime (yellow) to a more stable and gravelly sediment regime (yellow) to a more stable 
““colonisablecolonisable”” sandy mud and muddy sand subtidal and intertidal sandy mud and muddy sand subtidal and intertidal 
substrate (green).substrate (green).

In other words, this is a In other words, this is a Generic (Rance) EffectGeneric (Rance) Effect, also encountered at , also encountered at 
Kislogubskia and Annapolis Royal and which has been anticipated Kislogubskia and Annapolis Royal and which has been anticipated 
over 40 years for Cardiffover 40 years for Cardiff--Weston. Typifies shift from hypertidal to Weston. Typifies shift from hypertidal to 
high macrotidal system.high macrotidal system.



2.3  Review of attributes of Cardiff2.3  Review of attributes of Cardiff--WestonWeston
2.3.1 C2.3.1 C--W barrage would generate (officially) 17 TWh/yr electrical powerW barrage would generate (officially) 17 TWh/yr electrical power (more like 19(more like 19--20 20 
TWh/yr) or TWh/yr) or 5% UK electricity5% UK electricity. Would be a dense and predictable renewable energy source . Would be a dense and predictable renewable energy source 
(as opposed to dispersed and episodic) saving 17.6 million tonne(as opposed to dispersed and episodic) saving 17.6 million tonnes/yr of COs/yr of CO2. 2. At one fell At one fell 
swoop would double our legallyswoop would double our legally--binding current renewable output. It would employ ebbbinding current renewable output. It would employ ebb--only only 
generation elevated by HW pumping. With emerging technologies, (generation elevated by HW pumping. With emerging technologies, (European supergrid and European supergrid and 
electric vehicles charged overnight, for example,) the issue of electric vehicles charged overnight, for example,) the issue of intermittency of output intermittency of output 
becomes much less important.becomes much less important.

2.3.2 Aside from power, 2.3.2 Aside from power, it would provide a storm surge barrierit would provide a storm surge barrier (sea level rise by 2100 now (sea level rise by 2100 now 
predicted 1m+), an aid to land drainage, a navigation facility, predicted 1m+), an aid to land drainage, a navigation facility, a potential transport link a potential transport link 
(rail/road), and have large recreation and tourism potential. It(rail/road), and have large recreation and tourism potential. It would revitalise regional would revitalise regional 
infrastructure and spininfrastructure and spin--off into High Tech jobs, ie. fuel cells etc. off into High Tech jobs, ie. fuel cells etc. It would save estuarine It would save estuarine 
ecosystems from collapse.ecosystems from collapse.

2.3.3 It involves no novel technologies. We have had 2.3.3 It involves no novel technologies. We have had ““tide millstide mills”” which is effectively what which is effectively what 
this is, for over 800 years. It would be built remotely and towethis is, for over 800 years. It would be built remotely and towed in as floating caissons d in as floating caissons 
““Mulberry HarbourMulberry Harbour--fashionfashion”” then sunk in situ. It is essentially comparable to the tidal pothen sunk in situ. It is essentially comparable to the tidal power wer 
barrage at La Rance (St Malo, Brittany), which opened in 1966 (abarrage at La Rance (St Malo, Brittany), which opened in 1966 (approaching 44 years pproaching 44 years 
troubletrouble--free operation) and others.free operation) and others.

2.3.4 The Parliamentary Select Committee on Science and Technolo2.3.4 The Parliamentary Select Committee on Science and Technology (2004) investigated gy (2004) investigated 
the the ““carbon footprintcarbon footprint”” during construction of all energyduring construction of all energy--generating sources, finding hydro generating sources, finding hydro 
schemes to have the lowest. In the case of a hydro scheme, this schemes to have the lowest. In the case of a hydro scheme, this is virtually the only fixed is virtually the only fixed 
cost. There are no fuel costs, no gaseous, liquid or solid wastecost. There are no fuel costs, no gaseous, liquid or solid waste to dispose of, and no to dispose of, and no 
decommissioning cost. The carbon used in steel, concrete making decommissioning cost. The carbon used in steel, concrete making and construction, etc. and construction, etc. 
would be recovered in 5would be recovered in 5½½ months. The payback time for construction would be 7months. The payback time for construction would be 7--8 years 8 years 
and it would generate the equivalent power of 2and it would generate the equivalent power of 2--3 nuclear power stations with twice their3 nuclear power stations with twice their
service life (min. 120 years).service life (min. 120 years).



2.3.5 The barrage would make a significant contribution to our v2.3.5 The barrage would make a significant contribution to our vital security and diversity of ital security and diversity of 
supply, reducing our dependence on unstable states. Its output isupply, reducing our dependence on unstable states. Its output is the equivalent to an s the equivalent to an 
inexhaustible mediuminexhaustible medium--sized oil well (40,000 barrels/day) and it would harness the worsized oil well (40,000 barrels/day) and it would harness the worldld’’s s 
most powerful force most powerful force -- gravity. It would be the worldgravity. It would be the world’’s largest s largest ““greengreen”” energy project energy project –– hence hence 
have a high international profile. Unlike the benighted Three Gohave a high international profile. Unlike the benighted Three Gorges Dam, which has only rges Dam, which has only 
double the proposed electrical output and drove a million Chinesdouble the proposed electrical output and drove a million Chinese from their homes, a Severn e from their homes, a Severn 
barrage would keep those dwelling on lowbarrage would keep those dwelling on low--lying land above it in theirs.lying land above it in theirs.

2.3.6 Generation costs would be very comparable with nuclear but2.3.6 Generation costs would be very comparable with nuclear but, as above, involve no fuel , as above, involve no fuel 
costs throughout its life and never need decommissioning. (Compacosts throughout its life and never need decommissioning. (Compared to other renewables: red to other renewables: 
offshore wind offshore wind ££3000/MW and rising, Cardiff3000/MW and rising, Cardiff--Weston Weston ££2000/MW). On these grounds, and 2000/MW). On these grounds, and 
unlike fossil fuels, generation costs will remain pretty much inunlike fossil fuels, generation costs will remain pretty much invariant. The above costs  variant. The above costs  
neglect decommissioning and storage of waste nuclear materials fneglect decommissioning and storage of waste nuclear materials for that source.or that source.

2.3.7 There has been prolonged environmental opposition, which i2.3.7 There has been prolonged environmental opposition, which is now focussed on s now focussed on ““talking talking 
upup”” the alleged deleterious impact, with a deliberate objective of the alleged deleterious impact, with a deliberate objective of maximising compensation/ maximising compensation/ 
mitigation payments. In reality, only a Cardiffmitigation payments. In reality, only a Cardiff--Weston barrage could Weston barrage could ““savesave”” the estuary. Any the estuary. Any 
barrage company would embark on barrage company would embark on ““habitat creationhabitat creation”” within the enclosed basin but may within the enclosed basin but may 
require government to pay any unjustifiable penalty. The Severn require government to pay any unjustifiable penalty. The Severn has highly stressed,has highly stressed,
barren/nearbarren/near--barren ecosystems which are collapsing further due to climate chbarren ecosystems which are collapsing further due to climate change. It ange. It 
exhibits no species or communities typical of high stress systemexhibits no species or communities typical of high stress systems (as do deserts) which, if s (as do deserts) which, if 
present, might alter the situation.present, might alter the situation.

2.3.8 The Sustainable Development Commission maintain that 85% o2.3.8 The Sustainable Development Commission maintain that 85% of UK f UK ““rise and fall tidal rise and fall tidal 
energyenergy”” lies in the Severn Estuary (an overlies in the Severn Estuary (an over--statement) and one of its Commissioners has statement) and one of its Commissioners has 
pointed out that it is pointed out that it is ““Not a question of whether this is harnessed, rather it is, how bNot a question of whether this is harnessed, rather it is, how best?est?”” We We 
are poorly placed to accuse other countries of failing in their are poorly placed to accuse other countries of failing in their renewables obligation whilst renewables obligation whilst 
this remains untapped. Foreigners regard this as incredible, espthis remains untapped. Foreigners regard this as incredible, especially when told it was first ecially when told it was first 
considered in 1911.considered in 1911.

2.3.9 The last study estimated Cardiff2.3.9 The last study estimated Cardiff--Weston would create an additional 10,000Weston would create an additional 10,000--40,000 40,000 
permanent jobs in the region, distributed: 1000 (barrage operatipermanent jobs in the region, distributed: 1000 (barrage operation), 2000 (increased on), 2000 (increased 
tourism and recreation), remainder from industrial, commercial atourism and recreation), remainder from industrial, commercial and other activities.nd other activities.



2.4 Overview of environmental consequences 2.4 Overview of environmental consequences --
all Severn schemesall Severn schemes

2.4.1 Axiomatic that in order to evaluate the potential impact o2.4.1 Axiomatic that in order to evaluate the potential impact of any f any 
tidal power scheme need an inventory of present ecosystems. (Thetidal power scheme need an inventory of present ecosystems. (The
briefest status summary is that in last study phase a large numbbriefest status summary is that in last study phase a large number of er of 
studies gave a good snapshot of Severn at that moment. Since thestudies gave a good snapshot of Severn at that moment. Since then a n a 
number of long timenumber of long time--series of physical and biological monitoring has series of physical and biological monitoring has 
emerged, leading to understanding and ability to look forward). emerged, leading to understanding and ability to look forward). This This 
is is mainly (as for Kirby & Retimainly (as for Kirby & Retièère, 2009) the material of others and re, 2009) the material of others and 
extremely robustextremely robust..

2.4.2 Ditto need to predict into future what will happen to ecos2.4.2 Ditto need to predict into future what will happen to ecosystems ystems 
WITHOUT a scheme.WITHOUT a scheme.

2.4.3 Need a robust prediction of environmental consequences WIT2.4.3 Need a robust prediction of environmental consequences WITH  H  
elected scheme.elected scheme.



2.4.1  Estuary Ecosystem Today2.4.1  Estuary Ecosystem Today

2.4.1.1  The Water Body2.4.1.1  The Water Body
This database, from Plymouth Marine Lab., is exceptionally robusThis database, from Plymouth Marine Lab., is exceptionally robust and t and 
still as valid today as in 1970s when collected. 58 stations werstill as valid today as in 1970s when collected. 58 stations were visited e visited 
on 52 shipboard research investigations. Except for December, evon 52 shipboard research investigations. Except for December, every ery 
station was visited at least 5 times in separate years for everystation was visited at least 5 times in separate years for every month. month. 
Note: boundaries Note: boundaries ““Inner ChannelInner Channel””, , ““Outer EstuaryOuter Estuary”” and Station 1.    and Station 1.    



Graphs of seasonal carbon production month by month from the 6 Graphs of seasonal carbon production month by month from the 6 
regions highlighted in earlier map show regions highlighted in earlier map show ““Outer EstuaryOuter Estuary”” (boundary = (boundary = 
barrage line) and barrage line) and ““Inner ChannelInner Channel”” to be barren or virtually barren to be barren or virtually barren -- a a 
natural phenomenon due to the turbidity and not pollutionnatural phenomenon due to the turbidity and not pollution--induced. induced. 
UpUp--estuary of Station 1 (see previous screen) turbidity rises furthestuary of Station 1 (see previous screen) turbidity rises further.er.



2.4.1.2 Sub2.4.1.2 Sub--tidal Mud Patchestidal Mud Patches

Extensive in Bridgwater Bay, Newport Deep, Cardiff Roads and Extensive in Bridgwater Bay, Newport Deep, Cardiff Roads and 
zones of Bristol Deep extending to upzones of Bristol Deep extending to up--estuary of Avonmouth.estuary of Avonmouth. TopTop

TopTop

5050--60 such cores, ex60 such cores, ex--IOS (Taunton), often 3.0m or more in length, IOS (Taunton), often 3.0m or more in length, 
obtained. Xobtained. X--radiographs of thick axial slabs of these show radiographs of thick axial slabs of these show solelysolely
(primary) depositional sedimentary fabric. Absence of secondary (primary) depositional sedimentary fabric. Absence of secondary 
mixing by burrowing organismsmixing by burrowing organisms, ubiquitous elsewhere and normally , ubiquitous elsewhere and normally 
an obvious feature of thick core sections, demonstrates intrinsian obvious feature of thick core sections, demonstrates intrinsic c 
natural barrenness in cores dated back 1900 years. Inescapable tnatural barrenness in cores dated back 1900 years. Inescapable that hat 
no organisms survive here. (Similarly, there are no tidal flat cno organisms survive here. (Similarly, there are no tidal flat cheniers heniers 
and BGS map confirms an almost total absence of biogenic carbonaand BGS map confirms an almost total absence of biogenic carbonate).te).



2.4.1.3 Sub2.4.1.3 Sub--tidal Sands, Gravels, Rocktidal Sands, Gravels, Rock
In addition to mud (above), substantial zones of the bed are sanIn addition to mud (above), substantial zones of the bed are sand or d or 
exposed bedrock. exposed bedrock. 

Table of invertebrate abundance in sandsTable of invertebrate abundance in sands
Data from Natural EnglandData from Natural England

39     (11%)   had no fauna at all39     (11%)   had no fauna at all
196   (56%)   had too few living organisms to be 196   (56%)   had too few living organisms to be 

attributed to any particular biotopeattributed to any particular biotope
10     (3%)     could only be allocated a dubious biotope10     (3%)     could only be allocated a dubious biotope
25     (7%)     had a reduced biotope allocated: and only     25     (7%)     had a reduced biotope allocated: and only     
82     (23%)   were easily allocated to a particular biotope82     (23%)   were easily allocated to a particular biotope

A biotope is a community of species living together.A biotope is a community of species living together.

Sands verging on barrenness. Exposed rock occasionally and briefSands verging on barrenness. Exposed rock occasionally and briefly ly 
colonised by a reefcolonised by a reef--building worm called  building worm called  SabellariaSabellaria. . Worm is Worm is 
exceptionally poorly developed on grounds of its filterexceptionally poorly developed on grounds of its filter--feeding lifestyle feeding lifestyle 
(tends to be smothered or choked by mud). Estuary represents lim(tends to be smothered or choked by mud). Estuary represents limit of it of 
its range and tolerance.its range and tolerance.



2.4.1.4 Intertidal sand, mudflats and saltmarshes2.4.1.4 Intertidal sand, mudflats and saltmarshes
A very large proportion of the intertidal sand bodies, most notaA very large proportion of the intertidal sand bodies, most notably the bly the 
largest, Middle Ground/Welsh Grounds, are barren (CEFAS & BTO largest, Middle Ground/Welsh Grounds, are barren (CEFAS & BTO 
surveys). surveys). 

Other than above first Severn crossing, where present at all, saOther than above first Severn crossing, where present at all, saltlt--
marshes are confined to a narrow coastal ribbon. Mudflats deemedmarshes are confined to a narrow coastal ribbon. Mudflats deemed
important on account of providing feeding grounds for fish and bimportant on account of providing feeding grounds for fish and birds irds 
(high and low tides).(high and low tides).

Intrinsic attributes (both overIntrinsic attributes (both over--consolidated consolidated ““fossilfossil”” clay and peat clay and peat 
deposits, plus episodic, underdeposits, plus episodic, under--consolidated fluid muds) render these consolidated fluid muds) render these 
substrates inhospitable to fish & birds. In spite of their erosisubstrates inhospitable to fish & birds. In spite of their erosional onal 
nature they never exhibit shelly chenier ridges typifying such rnature they never exhibit shelly chenier ridges typifying such regimes egimes 
elsewhere. Ditto virtual absence of biogenic carbonate.elsewhere. Ditto virtual absence of biogenic carbonate.



Bird Burdens Bird Burdens –– UK EstuariesUK Estuaries

Winter wader months/km2 is a measure of shorebird density or Winter wader months/km2 is a measure of shorebird density or 
““carryingcarrying--capacitycapacity””.    BTO data from late 1980s..    BTO data from late 1980s.

Location                   Area (kmLocation                   Area (km22) of            Wader months         Winter wader) of            Wader months         Winter wader
intertidal zone          intertidal zone          Nov Nov –– Mar           months per kmMar           months per km22

Moray Firth (Inner)Moray Firth (Inner) 23.923.9 28,92228,922 12101210 SandySandy
ForthForth 49.849.8 131,251131,251 26362636
WashWash 270.0270.0 744,981744,981 27592759 SandySandy
Thames                                  ?                       Thames                                  ?                       259,183259,183 ??
MedwayMedway 19.919.9 96,91496,914 48704870 MuddyMuddy
Southampton Water             3.4            Southampton Water             3.4            43,39743,397 32393239 MuddyMuddy

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SevernSevern 196.0                          218,222196.0                          218,222 1114           Turbid & Muddy1114           Turbid & Muddy

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DeeDee 81.0                          280,78881.0                          280,788 34663466 SandySandy
MerseyMersey 45.4                            92,41345.4                            92,413 20362036 SandySandy
Ribble                          Ribble                          91.0                          209,11791.0                          209,117 2298                 Sandy2298                 Sandy
Morecambe Bay                303.0Morecambe Bay                303.0 554,520554,520 18301830 Sandy Sandy 
SolwaySolway 205.0205.0 252,363252,363 12311231 SandySandy



DateDate Relative importance of SevernRelative importance of Severn
amongst UK wader/shorebird sitesamongst UK wader/shorebird sites

1990 1990 -- 9191 99thth

1998 1998 -- 9999 1414thth

2003 2003 -- 0404 1919thth

2006 2006 -- 0707 1717thth (mean 02/03 (mean 02/03 –– 06/07)06/07)

Data from British Trust for OrnithologyData from British Trust for Ornithology

The two tables above reveal that in 1980s (first table) the SeveThe two tables above reveal that in 1980s (first table) the Severn had rn had 
an exceptionally poor carrying capacity for shorebirds. This hasan exceptionally poor carrying capacity for shorebirds. This has got got 
far worse over subsequent decades (second table) (compare with far worse over subsequent decades (second table) (compare with 
2.4.2 below). 2.4.2 below). 

Why is the Severn slipping down the table of national importanceWhy is the Severn slipping down the table of national importance??



2.4.2. Future Ecosystem Evolution Without a Barrage2.4.2. Future Ecosystem Evolution Without a Barrage
In a change since the 1987In a change since the 1987--90 study, we now have long time90 study, we now have long time--series of series of 
data which, due to their size, are equally robust.data which, due to their size, are equally robust.

Change in dunlin numbers (as %, with last count = 100%) over ~40Change in dunlin numbers (as %, with last count = 100%) over ~40
years (1971/2 to 2006/7). Abundance has declined by 2/3rds withoyears (1971/2 to 2006/7). Abundance has declined by 2/3rds without ut 
other species replacing it. Six other shorebird species have, siother species replacing it. Six other shorebird species have, similarly, milarly, 
declined. BTO WeBS data.declined. BTO WeBS data.



Sea Water Temperature 1981Sea Water Temperature 1981--2008 long term trend (Pisces Cons. Ltd)2008 long term trend (Pisces Cons. Ltd)

7.57.5˚̊C rise in winter temperature minima is doubly important for fishC rise in winter temperature minima is doubly important for fish --

a) Absolute temperature within 1a) Absolute temperature within 1˚̊C of permanently deterring salmonC of permanently deterring salmon
b) Temperature has a large indirect effect via its influence onb) Temperature has a large indirect effect via its influence on

dissolved oxygen level in the water body.dissolved oxygen level in the water body.
a) & b), together, have serious implications for estuary water qa) & b), together, have serious implications for estuary water quality. uality. 
Not just fish, but invertebrates also likely to be severely impaNot just fish, but invertebrates also likely to be severely impacted. cted. 
Complete deComplete de--oxygenation? Leads to oxygenation? Leads to ““wholewhole--systemsystem”” death.death.



Graphs show long timeGraphs show long time--series of changes in dunlin abundance, series of changes in dunlin abundance, 
similarly sea water temperature. similarly sea water temperature. 

Changes  = Changes  = DIRECT CONSEQUENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGEDIRECT CONSEQUENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE (cf. (cf. 
butterflies, amphibians, terrestrial birds, native forest trees butterflies, amphibians, terrestrial birds, native forest trees etc).  etc).  

WITHOUT INTERVENTION, DECLINE WILL CONTINUE. WITHOUT INTERVENTION, DECLINE WILL CONTINUE. 

Relevance of this conclusion to claims for Relevance of this conclusion to claims for ““mitigationmitigation”” for for ““damagedamage””
due to Cardiffdue to Cardiff--Weston barrage.Weston barrage.



2.4.3. Ecological Implications of Barrage2.4.3. Ecological Implications of Barrage
Construction would reduce tidal currents/increase shelter from wConstruction would reduce tidal currents/increase shelter from waves aves 
and and ““Aqueous SystemAqueous System”” would become more benign. Fine sediment, would become more benign. Fine sediment, 
currently inhibiting ecosystems, would permanently settle and lacurrently inhibiting ecosystems, would permanently settle and largely rgely 
stabilise. Existing barrenness/near barrenness forfeit and couldstabilise. Existing barrenness/near barrenness forfeit and couldnn’’t be t be 
recreated. This would induce a GENERIC effect, ie. diminishing precreated. This would induce a GENERIC effect, ie. diminishing physicalhysical
stress, resulting in more abundant and biodiverse ecosystems. Lostress, resulting in more abundant and biodiverse ecosystems. Longng--
predicted in Severn, in common with Rance (currently 44 years ofpredicted in Severn, in common with Rance (currently 44 years of age)age).

2.4.3.1  Phytoplankton production jump2.4.3.1  Phytoplankton production jump--started.started.

2.4.3.2  Invasion by presently2.4.3.2  Invasion by presently--absent host of estuarine invertebrates absent host of estuarine invertebrates 
from Bristol Channel. Filterfrom Bristol Channel. Filter--feeders become successful.feeders become successful.

2.4.3.3  Bottom2.4.3.3  Bottom--feeding component of vertebrate fish fauna, currently feeding component of vertebrate fish fauna, currently 
absent, could colonise.absent, could colonise.

2.4.3.42.4.3.4 60% reduction in tidal flat area more than offset by 3 fold 60% reduction in tidal flat area more than offset by 3 fold 
increase in birdincrease in bird--carrying capacity.carrying capacity.



2.4.3.52.4.3.5 Inhibiting effects of suspended sediment on water qualityInhibiting effects of suspended sediment on water quality
removed.removed.

2.4.3.62.4.3.6 Dissolved oxygen (DO) levels rise due to mud settlementDissolved oxygen (DO) levels rise due to mud settlement
(2.4.3.1 & 2.4.3.5 above). Further DO rise due to increased (2.4.3.1 & 2.4.3.5 above). Further DO rise due to increased 
water mixing 4 times a day via barrage sluices and turbines.water mixing 4 times a day via barrage sluices and turbines.
These two factors will reverse the threatening decline in DOThese two factors will reverse the threatening decline in DO
shown via Item 2.4.2.shown via Item 2.4.2.

2.4.3.72.4.3.7 Enclosed basin Enclosed basin ““flushingflushing”” capability for contaminants and capability for contaminants and 
nutrients couldnnutrients couldn’’t be diminished, as erroneously claimed.t be diminished, as erroneously claimed.
Tidal exchange remains extremely high.Tidal exchange remains extremely high.

2.4.3.82.4.3.8 Sedimentary system becomes more stable and basin andSedimentary system becomes more stable and basin and
ports canports can’’t silt up.t silt up.

2.4.3.92.4.3.9 Riverine flooding (Severn Valley) more readily discharged.Riverine flooding (Severn Valley) more readily discharged.

2.4.3.10  Risk from storm surges reduced due to small decline in2.4.3.10  Risk from storm surges reduced due to small decline in
spring high tide levels outside barrage.spring high tide levels outside barrage.

2.4.3.11  Severn Bore still occurs.2.4.3.11  Severn Bore still occurs.



2.5 Comparing Severn with Rance & Severn alternative 2.5 Comparing Severn with Rance & Severn alternative 
Tidal Power schemes.Tidal Power schemes.

2.5.1 Shown in 2.2 that Rance experienced a 2.5.1 Shown in 2.2 that Rance experienced a ““Generic (Rance) EffectGeneric (Rance) Effect”” on fauna and on fauna and 
flora associated with shift from hypertidal to macrotidal regimeflora associated with shift from hypertidal to macrotidal regime. Faunal & floral . Faunal & floral 
communities responded to the more benign current and wave climatcommunities responded to the more benign current and wave climate leading to an e leading to an 
increase in faunal &  floral abundance, and biodiversity.increase in faunal &  floral abundance, and biodiversity.

Were a Were a ““large downlarge down--estuary barrageestuary barrage”” to be built, the Severn would experience on top to be built, the Severn would experience on top 
of this, a of this, a ““Severn EffectSevern Effect””. Rance was formerly a low turbidity system whereas Severn is . Rance was formerly a low turbidity system whereas Severn is 
a a ““hyperhyper--concentratedconcentrated”” sedimentary system (re TSS). Building a big barrage would sedimentary system (re TSS). Building a big barrage would 
reduce turbidity into realms of Mersey, Humber, Thames, etc. Inereduce turbidity into realms of Mersey, Humber, Thames, etc. Inescapable that scapable that Rance Rance 
EffectEffect and and Severn EffectSevern Effect would sum, leading to a much greater amelioration in would sum, leading to a much greater amelioration in 
ecosystems and a large rise in abundance and biodiversity. IS THecosystems and a large rise in abundance and biodiversity. IS THIS BAD / DAMAGE?IS BAD / DAMAGE?

2.5.2 In respect of Severn schemes, lagoons, small barrages, tid2.5.2 In respect of Severn schemes, lagoons, small barrages, tidal fence and tidal reef al fence and tidal reef 
are are predicated on an environmental falsehoodpredicated on an environmental falsehood, but, separately, all have a common , but, separately, all have a common 
thread. thread. Namely, they seek to preserve Namely, they seek to preserve ““ambientambient”” in the main estuaryin the main estuary. Ambient is a . Ambient is a 
mixture of barrenness and anthropogenicallymixture of barrenness and anthropogenically--created ecosystem collapse due to created ecosystem collapse due to 
climate change. If barrenness is so wonderful, with a little patclimate change. If barrenness is so wonderful, with a little patience we can soon have ience we can soon have 
all the barrenness we desire!all the barrenness we desire!

WOULD THIS BE CONSERVATION?        WOULD IT BE DESIRABLE?WOULD THIS BE CONSERVATION?        WOULD IT BE DESIRABLE?

Conversely and unambiguously, in spite of large reductions in inConversely and unambiguously, in spite of large reductions in industrial discharges and dustrial discharges and 
sewage input in recent decades, the suspended sediment regime cosewage input in recent decades, the suspended sediment regime continues to suppress ntinues to suppress 
ecosystems in the water body and on the bed.ecosystems in the water body and on the bed.



SAYING SOMETHING NEW & DIFFICULT TO REFUTE.  ONLY a large downSAYING SOMETHING NEW & DIFFICULT TO REFUTE.  ONLY a large down--estuary barrage, Cardiffestuary barrage, Cardiff--
Weston or similar, would lead to deposition of large fraction ofWeston or similar, would lead to deposition of large fraction of suspended sediment, stabilize the suspended sediment, stabilize the 
estuary bed and jumpestuary bed and jump--start primary production, ie. ONLY such a scheme can  SAVE THE Estart primary production, ie. ONLY such a scheme can  SAVE THE ESTUARY.STUARY.

3. Implications3. Implications
3.1  Explain why, when 3.1  Explain why, when ““the environment is killing usthe environment is killing us”” those claiming to safeguard the environment those claiming to safeguard the environment 
dondon’’t want a Severn barrage? This is perverse.t want a Severn barrage? This is perverse.

3.2  As shown, ONLY a big down3.2  As shown, ONLY a big down--estuary barrage can generate 5% of UK electricity, save the estuary barrage can generate 5% of UK electricity, save the 
environment from total collapse and, moreover, ONLY such a schemenvironment from total collapse and, moreover, ONLY such a scheme can provide a storm surge e can provide a storm surge 
barrier.barrier.

3.3  In spite of this, government conservation bodies are demand3.3  In spite of this, government conservation bodies are demanding huge reparations for ing huge reparations for ““alleged alleged 
damagedamage””.  They maintain 20,000 ha will become permanently subtidal, wit.  They maintain 20,000 ha will become permanently subtidal, with x3 of area for h x3 of area for 
mitigation = 60,000 ha of compensatory habitat or 600km x 1km comitigation = 60,000 ha of compensatory habitat or 600km x 1km coastal strip or half the length of astal strip or half the length of 
the Welsh coast, and the Welsh coast, and ££4 Billion.4 Billion.

3.4  3.4  ““Meanwhile, back in the real worldMeanwhile, back in the real world”…”… On a On a ““like for like basislike for like basis”…”… How would you recreate the How would you recreate the 
barrenness? Dump tanker loads of formaldehyde monthly?barrenness? Dump tanker loads of formaldehyde monthly?

3.5   A more rational approach is to regard the scheme itself as3.5   A more rational approach is to regard the scheme itself as (also) the mitigation and recreate (also) the mitigation and recreate 
intertidal habitats within the enclosed basin.intertidal habitats within the enclosed basin.

3.6  Could sit back, be awkward and take the stance 3.6  Could sit back, be awkward and take the stance -- OK, go away and build such an alternative. OK, go away and build such an alternative. 
It wonIt won’’t produce 5% UK electricity, it wont produce 5% UK electricity, it won’’t provide a storm surge barrier and it wont provide a storm surge barrier and it won’’t save the t save the 
estuary ecosystems, but wouldnestuary ecosystems, but wouldn’’t require t require ££4 Billion in mitigation. What a wasted opportunity!4 Billion in mitigation. What a wasted opportunity!

3.7  Alternatively, build Cardiff3.7  Alternatively, build Cardiff--Weston but government to pay any unreasonable Weston but government to pay any unreasonable ““mitigationmitigation””
costs.costs.

3.8  If financial reparations are demanded for 3.8  If financial reparations are demanded for ““damagedamage”” when none is possible, any developer will when none is possible, any developer will 
inevitably respond by claiming compensation for the undoubted eninevitably respond by claiming compensation for the undoubted environmental benefits created by vironmental benefits created by 
CardiffCardiff--Weston. Weston. 


